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A medieval university is a corporation organized during the Middle Ages for the purposes of higher learning.
The first Western European institutions generally considered universities were established in the Kingdom of
Italy (then part of the Holy Roman Empire), the Kingdom of England, the Kingdom of France, the Kingdom of
Spain, and the Kingdom of Portugal between the 11th and 15th centuries ...
Medieval university - Wikipedia
Medieval medicine in Western Europe was composed of a mixture of existing ideas from antiquity, spiritual
influences and what Claude LÃ©vi-Strauss identifies as the "shamanistic complex" and "social consensus.".
In the Early Middle Ages, following the fall of the Western Roman Empire, standard medical knowledge was
based chiefly upon surviving Greek and Roman texts, preserved in monasteries ...
Medieval medicine of Western Europe - Wikipedia
Medieval manors and their records . People often use the word 'manor' to mean a manor house.The manor
was actually a country estate, which was run from the manor house.
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